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Good Afternoon Vietnam: A Civilian in the Vietnam War by Gary L. Wilhelm
1) How do you think a person would feel just arriving in Vietnam as the only civilian
working for an American corporation surrounded by all military people?
2) Initially, the heat, humidity, and odor instantly made new American arrivals to
DaNang wonder how anyone could even live in what felt like an oven in Vietnam. How
do you think they coped? Do you think they ever adjusted to their new normal?
3) The military people all had weapons. As a civilian, Wilhelm did not, although he could
use weapons at the practice range. How do you think it felt to be constantly
surrounded by soldiers with weapons?
4) The cover of the book shows the first photo
Wilhelm took in Vietnam, as the plane
descended over a coral reef for the landing. He
was unable to bring himself to snap another
photo for eight months. Why do you think he
later was able to take photos?
5) Travel was possible for Wilhelm, but only for
work. Civilian work phone calls could not be
made out of Vietnam to the United States.
However, he never knew when or where he
would be traveling. The planes and transport
were not civilian class. There might even be
chickens on the plane, for instance. The perk
was he could stay a day or two to arrange the
phone calls. How do you think most people
would cope with such conditions?
6) Bunkers were a fact of life. Bombs and
bullets were a fact of life. On base, everyone
was subjected to equal danger. Do you think
there any safe location in Vietnam during the
war?
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Discussion questions continued . . .
7) The cleaning lady washed clothing in a used ammunition can. Why do you think there
were no laundry facilities?
8) There were few celebrations mentioned in the book. There was a birthday party for
the Marine Corps military branch. Do you think such events were more festive or
patriotic?
9) Wilhelm had emotional difficulty returning to Vietnam after each short trip out of the
country. Why do you think there was an adjustment needed each time he returned?

10) As a substitute English teacher, Wilhelm found the students respectful and
appreciative. Why do you think this was the case?
11) At the orphanage, there were babies on shelves in boxes. The “hospital” was not a
sturdy building and it had only a tin roof. It was built by the Marines. What materials do
you think they had to work with for this building project?
12) Which of the trips or photos in the book were of interest to you? Why?
13) Finally, Wilhelm grew tired of the company not fulfilling his request to return to the
states. He stayed about a year longer than his contract agreement. What did he do to
finally return home?
14) This story took place form 1968-1969. What were the actual years of the Vietnam War?
When did it end? What happened to the Vietnamese people as the military left?
15) Wilhelm’s conclusion was he would not do such a thing over again if he had known
what it involved. What would have to be considered before agreeing to such employment
by a private company?
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Compare and Contrast Civilian & Soldier
During the Vietnam War (1968-1969)
Name ________________________________________
Soldier

Civilian
Both
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Compare and Contrast Civilian & Soldier
During the Vietnam War (1968-1969)

Answer Key (answers may vary)
Soldier

Civilian

no weapon to carry
could travel outside
Vietnam for work purposes
short notice travel
little control over travel
destinations

Both
firearms practice time
dangerous living
conditions

primitive living conditions
meals in the mess hall

watched USO shows from
afar (listened)

harsh climate, monsoons

no GI Bill

far from family and
friends

corporate health care

vaccinations for Vietnam

corporate pay

salt tablets
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carried weapons
military determined
R and R
could see USO shows
earned the GI Bill
military & veteran health
care
military pay
fought battles
greater chance of dying

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.2
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an
accurate summary of how key events or ideas develop over the course of the text.

Good Afternoon Vietnam is a first person account of the time Wilhelm spent in DaNang,

Vietnam, with Marine Air Group Eleven. The photos in the book were taking during those
years, and are primary sources. The records of his vaccinations are considered primary
sources, as well. For instance, he was vaccinated for the Plague. Here are the records of
his shots for Cholera, given every 3 months. He and everyone there took daily salt tablets
and weekly Malaria pills. There were poisons snakes in the country.

Discuss how just being in that location was dangerous aside from the fact it was a war
zone.

Just the list of vaccinations might stop some people from wanting to take a
risk like working in a war zone.
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Wilhelm traveled to Taipei, Taiwan, and visited the National Museum. He viewed what he
assumed to be bowls, only to find out they were skulls of certain of the Hinata Buddhist
Monks.

Discuss Do you meditate, or know people who do? How would you feel to know you

would be judged at the end of your life by the smoothness of your skull, and if it would be
good enough for religious purposes?
Wilhelm states:

“However one thing I noticed were some
rather peculiar bowls. I asked about these
and was told they were made from the skulls
of Hinata Buddhist monks that had died. It
turns out that these Buddhists check the
skulls of their monks who die to see how
smooth they are. They believe that if the
monks have been pious and spent enough
time meditating, the surface of their skulls
will be very smooth. If the smoothness
criteria is passed, then the skulls are made
into these bowls to be used in religious
services.”
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DaNang Airport was mostly used for military planes during the Vietnam War.
Wilhelm describes it this way:
“Although a few civilian airplanes did come into DaNang airport, it
was basically a huge military base and one of the busiest airports in
the world at that time. On one side of the runways were the Marines, a
Navy recon group, the bomb storage area, and a refugee village
which was referred to as Dogpatch even in U.S. newspapers. On the
other side was the Air Force, a CIA transportation/supply group
known as Air America, and South Vietnamese military units and
officials. “

Wilhelm took the photo of the children on the outside of the area fenced with concertina wire.
He said the children were asking for money. They could also make some crude comments.
What do you think the children (and maybe the people) in the refugee village might think
about the military base?
What would be difficult about living right next to one of the world’s busiest airports?
Can you imagine the war from the perspective of the children?
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1968 was an especially violent year in the Vietnam War. There were dozens and dozens of battles. A few
of these are listed below.

January 1 Battle The People's Army of Vietnam (PAVN) violated a New Year's truce.
The Tet Offensive (January 1968)
The Battle of Saigon January 31 – March 7
The Battle of Huế January 30 – March 3
My Lai Massacre March 16
Operation Rolling Thunder came to an end after 3 &1/2 years
And there were others!

The main sources of news for Americans were from television (only available for a very few hours per
day), newspapers, magazines, and radio. Stories were shared between friends and relatives. People
attended funerals. People protested.
Discussion question:

Do you think the war would have been affected, would people have realized what was
happening to a greater degree, would politics have been changed if the Internet had
then been available?
Do you think the availability of the Internet today has affected the understanding of what
really happened during the Vietnam War?
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CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.9
Compare and contrast treatments of the same topic in several primary and secondary
sources.
A Minnesota PBS Initiative is the online Vietnam story wall. It is at the following link:

https://www.mnvietnam.org/
On this site, there are Vietnam War story categories including military service, civilians,
family, memorial, refugee, and activist. This site offers a wealth of primary and
secondary resources from varying points of view. It provides an opportunity to compare
and contrast treatments of a same topic. A rich discussion could be facilitated by students
viewing the site together and reading the stories.

Students might even role play by taking one of the categories and representing that point
of view in the group discussion.: military personnel, civilians, family, refugee, or activist.

Gary L. Wilhelm has a (free of course) story on the wall at the next link:
https://www.mnvietnam.org/story/good-afternoon-vietnam-my-first-afternoonthere/
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ARVN
CIA
DaNang

DIA
ELINT
engineer
hospital
incoming
MAG
military
phone
prepare
protection
television
tiger
uncomfortable
USAID
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Good Afternoon Vietnam 1968-69
1
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ACROSS
2. Marine Air Group
5. One of the busiest airports in the world then
10. When everyone else had guns except the civilian
12. Central Intelligence Agency
13. TV, movies, news, and reading did not ____ for war
16. Defense Intelligence Agency
17. Hoa Khanh built by Marines for children

DOWN
1. United States Agency for International Development
3. Army of the Republic of (South) Vietnam
4. A civilian one working with the Marines
6. Announced by the loudspeaker during enemy attack
7. Helmet, flak jacket, and bunkers were the only
8. The only teacher in a Malaysian school
9. Balm an Asian product similar to Vapo Rub
11. The kind of plane Wilhelm used to leave Vietnam
14. Calls not allowed in active war zone
15. Electronic intelligence computer system
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This is a first person testimony or first-hand account of the experience of being in Vietnam
during the war as told by a person who participated in the event.

What role do primary sources play in meeting the standards?
Primary sources provide authentic materials for students to practice the skills required by
the CCSS.

Students should come to realize the book Good Afternoon Vietnam is a primary source and
be able to identify why.

Common Core Language Arts Anchor Standard

They come to understand other perspectives and cultures.
“Students appreciate that the twenty-first-century classroom and workplace are settings
in which people from often widely divergent cultures and who represent diverse
experiences and perspectives must learn and work together. Students actively seek to
understand other perspectives and cultures through reading and listening, and they are
able to communicate effectively with people of varied backgrounds. They evaluate other
points of view critically and constructively. Through reading great classic and
contemporary works of literature representative of a variety of periods, cultures, and
worldviews, students can vicariously inhabit worlds and have experiences much different
than their own.”
The page about the Buddhist monk skulls are an example of the different cultures
described in the book.
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